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One is for "prescription as written" and one is for "voluntary formulary". So I'm not sure exactly how your doctor calls
these things in or whatever, but I would say "the generic feels different, I would feel better having the name brand and if
you don't want to give it to me then I will go to another store. This ironically, proved to be an advantage in my case, as
the generic, powdery, non-waxy pills were more easily crushed up and consumed Working myself for a Biotech firm
and being in this industry for the past 5 years, I can honestly say there IS a difference with some meds - but I do not feel
that it would be fair to say that all generics are less efficacious. By law, a script can be changed with the consent of 2 out
of the 3 parties involved: Synthroid is a perfect example of this, as it is still widely used, despite the fact that it has gone
off patent years ago. Written prescriptions have two little boxes at the bottom. I stand somewhere in the middle. Generic
Alprazolam versus Xanax. That could just be an excuse to use twice as much though. Clinically I have not seen any
differences to suggest that generics are in any way inferior. I have experienced this on 4 or 5 different occasionas as
well. They are beta-agonists, quite a different type of compound altogether. Now generics will be prescribed as first line
unless specified otherwise.Jun 8, - Is Brand name Xanax stronger than Generic XanX(Alprazolam)? What's the
difference My pharmacy sells Brand name Xanax for like $ dollars and Generic the most you'd pay is $15? I recently
spoke with two physicians about the leeway regarding the potency of generic vs brand name unahistoriafantastica.comns
- - Generic Alprazolam VS. name-brand Xanax?? Oct 19, - Hello everyone - I know a lot of people have wondered
about the difference between brand and generic Xanax (alprazolam). I hadn't really experienced. green stone and pure
pac are the best generics i believe. ive tried them both i dont dare try mylan, as i heard those arent as good, although ive
never tried them. green stone is a generic branch off of the actual Xanax brand name. so i stick with those, however
when i was using pure pac those worked quite. TRYING TO FIND CLOSEST EQUIVALENT IN "GENERIC"
BECAUSE INSURANCE NO LONGER COVERS "BRAND XANAX" A. They are allowed to differ from the name
brand, in the active ingredient, by as much as plus or minus 20% and, for some people, this does create a problem if they
take ones. I was wondering if anyone has noticed any potency/quality differences in generic versus brand name
alprazolam? One of my friends uses benzos frequently, and claims that the generics feel about half as strong to him. That
could just be an excuse to use twice as much though. I know they are supposed to Which NAME BRAND Xanax should
I get? [Archive]. I have been on xanax for over 20 years and have gone from 3mg. down to mg. and want to reduce
further. I get themg. white pills scripted from my pdoc as I want to try breaking them; however, the pharmacy uses
SANDOZ generic for years and I have had no problems with this except for my current. Feb 27, - Many people report
differences between individual generic brands, and brand-name prescription drugs. Chemically, the generic should work
every bit as well. But if you are wanting the brand name there is really no reason why you can't have it. Of course it
costs considerably more. As for alprazolam not. Jul 11, - Has anybody tried more than one generic brand of Xanax or
Alprazolam? . Greenstone is a subsidiary of Pfizer, who makes the brand name Xanax. . see on blister packs batch
numbers which have different melting points compared to other batches, but all should be within in the companies
acceptance. Alprazolam is available in generic form, and you need a prescription from your doctor or other health-care
professional to obtain this drug. Brand names for alprazolam are Xanax, Xanax XR, and Niravam. Stress Pictures
Slideshow: 10 Ways to Stop Stress. Tips to Fast Stress Relief Take the Panic Attacks Quiz! Generalized. May 7, - The
reason alprazolam and lorazepam carry the stigma of higher potential for abuse compared to a longer acting BZD like
clonazepam (Klonopin) is that their short Xanax is the brand name for alprazolam. Ativan is available as a brand name
or generic (lorazepam) in mg, 1 mg and 2mg tablets.
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